ARGUS ASOC
FLEET PROTECTION
Gain full visibility into your fleet post-production
to detect attacks in real-time, understand the full
attack story, and drive immediate mitigation

PROBLEM
TOO MANY BLINDSPOTS
CISOs know that in order to secure their OEM fleet, having complete visibility is
crucial. But with the rise of vehicle connectivity, unique automotive protocols, and
emerging international regulations, gaining complete visibility on a global scale is
harder to achieve. Without domain expertise, defined processes, and technologies
tailored to the automotive industry, OEMs cannot see existing threats targeting their
vehicles, or anticipate potential attacks planned for the near future.
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SOLUTION
GAIN FULL VISIBILITY

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Built from the ground up for automotive, Argus Fleet Protection gives OEM ASOC
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BENEFITS
INVESTIGATION TOOL
•

Reduce time to mitigation with monitoring, analysis, playbooks, and response
tools built for automotive

Identify key vulnerabilities,
understand

•

Mature product that’s scalable, resilient, and enables flexible deployment

•

Secure fleets on the road and in the future with a product already in production

•

Comprehensive detection engines for uncovering existing and potential attacks

•

Gain immediate value with deterministic insights unlike behavioral analytics

your

security

posture, and analyze the root
cause of attacks with rich data
and predefined reports

WE ARE ARGUS CYBER SECURITY
A global leader in automotive cyber security, Argus provides proven in-vehicle solutions, professional services, and an automotive security
operation center (ASOC). Currently in production, Argus products and services help protect against cyber attacks targeting vehicle components,
networks, or post-production fleets. Customers include car manufacturers, their suppliers, and fleet managers. Argus is headquartered in TelAviv, Israel and is an independent company of Elektrobit. Visit argus-sec.com to learn more.
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